I. INTRODUCTION
The importance of having a toroidal plasma rotation in tokamak and ITER plasmas is well-known.
1 Existing tokamak devices have found that an H-mode plasma can develop a substantial amount of co-current directional toroidal rotation spontaneously without an external momentum input, [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] with the momentum propagating rapidly into core from an unknown edge source. There have been some basic theoretical understandings on how the fluid Reynolds stress driven by turbulence can produce radial transport of toroidal momentum. [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] Experiments have also shown that the toroidal rotation in the core is correlated with that in the scrape-off layer (SOL). 3, 4 Despite the importance of these experimental observations, their understanding is still elusive.
Present work is motivated by these experimental observations, especially by the reciprocating Langmuir probe measurement reported by M€ uller et al. 6, 7 at the outboard edge of a DIII-D 17 H-mode plasma to show that the fluid Reynolds stress could not explain either the observed edge rotation profile or the needed inward momentum transport just inside the separatrix surface. Other papers corroborated the edge rotation source by the orbit loss mechanism (also called X-transport). [18] [19] [20] [21] We choose to study the DIII-D Hmode case reported in Refs. 6 and 7 as an example because of the readily available published experimental data on the torque inferred from time-dependent toroidal rotation measurement and the fluid Reynolds stress profile obtained from a reciprocating probe measurement.
We use the full-function global 5D gyrokinetic code XGC1 22, 23 that studies neoclassical and turbulence physics together in realistic diverted geometry. XGC1 simulates the whole plasma volume encompassing separatrix, SOL, edge pedestal, and magnetic axis. It includes heat and torque source profiles, and Monte Carlo neutral particle transport with charge exchange and ionization interactions with plasma. The numerical EFIT-reconstructed 24 magnetic field geometry corresponding to a proper case in Refs. 6 and 7 is read into XGC1. The ECH heated shot #141451 is chosen for the present purpose, which does not have an external momentum input. Ion rB-drift is toward the X-point. The present version XGC1 always uses gyrokinetic ions, but has an option to use either adiabatic electrons or drift kinetic electrons. Turbulence modes examined here are ITG (Ion Temperature Gradient) driven with adiabatic electrons, which yields the most robust large-scale turbulence in a tokamak plasma. Possible influence from other turbulence modes is left for future studies. Since we do not include the kinetic electron physics in the present work, the fidelity of the scrape-off layer physics is compromised. Hence, the conclusion from the present study is limited to the closed magnetic field region starting from the separatrix surface, corresponding to the experimentally investigated region in Refs. 6 and 7.
In XGC1, unlike in the conventional core gyrokinetic approach, the background plasma density n is allowed to have a steep radial gradient in the ion polarization density r ? Á(nm/ B 2 )r ? U in order to treat the edge pedestal properly. Accumulated absolute error in the canonical angular momentum conservation during several ms of physics time in XGC1 is analyzed to be on the order (q i /R)v i $ 10 À3 v i , which is much smaller than the flow speed of interest >10 À2 v i in this work. Here, q i is the ion gyro-radius, v i is the ion thermal speed, and R is the major radius. For verification of XGC1, we refer the readers to Ref. 22 . A nonlinear Fokker-PlanckLandau operator 25 is used for Coulomb collisions. The atomic neutral recycling coefficient at wall is assumed to be unity. Thus, the total combined mass of the plasma and neutral particles is conserved. In the present simulation, a saturated radial electric field E r -well profile is developed in the H-mode layer in such a way that the ion particle loss-rate from the orbit-loss mechanism is balanced by the ion source rate from the neutral ionization in the edge plasma. In a realistic laboratory experimental situation, such a balance may not be perfect and the density profile may evolve slowly in a longer time scale than the present simulation time scale (4 ms).
II. SIMULATION WITH TURBULENCE, NEOCLASSICAL PHYSICS, AND NEUTRAL PARTICLES
The input edge plasma profiles from DIII-D shot #141451 6, 7 after Dt ¼ $50 ms of L-H transition are shown in Fig. 1 . Here, the normalized poloidal flux w N is used for minor radial coordinate, with w N ¼ 0 at magnetic axis and w N ¼ 1 at the magnetic separatrix. For the density profile, a modified-Tanh function fit is used for five time-slice Thomson data around Dt ¼ 50 ms over the entire minor radii 0 < w N < 1.05. This also resulted in a good fit in the edge region w N > 0.85 as can be seen in Fig. 1(a) . For the ion temperature T i profile, the CER (Charge Exchange Recombination) spectroscopy data in the time window between Dt ¼ 50 and 60 ms are used. The modified-Tanh fit over the entire radial CER data did not result in a good T i fit in the edge region of interest. Thus, we used the modified Tanh T i fit over the edge CER data only at 0.85 < w N and extended the T i fit to w N ¼ 0 by hand, staying within the experimental CER error bar as can be seen in Fig. 1(b) . The width of the T i drop in the scrape-off is somewhat arbitrary since the CER data are absent there. 2X wider radial T i decay-width gave only $5% increase in the parallel rotation speed at w N ¼ 1.
The electron temperature T e profile is artificially set to be equal to the T i profile in the simulation input for simplicity. This simplification is based upon the physics that the plasma rotation inside the separatrix surface is mostly determined by the ion dynamics, and is consistent with the sacrifice in the fidelity of the scrape-off layer physics from the neglect of the kinetic electron dynamics in the present work. The sensitivity of the plasma rotation inside the magnetic separatrix surface to the T e profile has been studied by using a T e profile similar to the actual experimental T e profile of Fig. 1(b) , in a pure neoclassical XGC1 simulation. The difference is found to be minimal: Difference in peaks of the parallel rotation profile is only a few percent. More details of this sensitivity study are presented later in the neoclassical simulation section. As can be seen in Fig. 1(b) , Refs. 6 and 7 reported that the Thomson T e values at w N < 0.97 follow the CER T i values closely, but the probe-measured T e values at w N > 0.97 are significantly lower than T i . Further study on this subject, including the turbulence, will be presented in the future Part II report.
The present XGC1 simulation domain is from w N ¼ 0 to w N ¼ 1.05, with the solver boundary condition being U ¼ 0 at w N ¼ 1.05, where U is the electrostatic potential. We did not perform an edge only annulus simulation because we saw evidence of distortion in the edge turbulence solution if we had an artificial core-side boundary. Ion heat source P heat ¼ 1 MW is applied to the central core plasma, with an additional artificial cooling P cool applied near the separatrix to keep the plasma in approximate steady state. The heating and cooling algorithms used in XGC1 do not allow momentum generation. 16, 22, 23 The total power loss from the neutral particle effect, orbit loss effect, and the artificial cooling P cool is made to be approximately 1 MW. P cool is needed to account for the missing Coulomb collisional heat loss to the electrons (in the experimental data, T e < T i in the edge) and the radiative power loss. We often use U jj to approximate U u in a conventional tokamak plasma. However, we will use the toroidal angular momentum when the conservation property is discussed or accuracy is needed.
In Fig. 2 (a), the XGC1-simulated parallel ion flow profile U jj along the outboard midplane is shown at the physics time of 0 and 4 ms after the start of the simulation. Since XGC1 does not use the perturbative delta-f approximation, the simulation should generate all the flows by itself, including the background neoclassical equilibrium flow: Thus, the code is initialized with zero flow at 0 ms. At 4 ms, enough data on the radial momentum flux have been obtained and the simulation ended due to computational resource limit, even though the magnitude of U jj at the core side w N < 0.94 is still increasing. The experimental CER and probe measurement data along outboard midplane from Refs. 6 and 7 at Dt ¼ 50 ms are shown together in Fig. 2(a) . The experimental rotation profile at w N < 0.94 is also increasing 6, 7 at Dt ¼ 50 ms in the co-current direction, showing the same sign of torque as in the simulation. Since the simulation time is not long enough, the present work cannot study the saturation of toroidal rotation profile, but can only study the intrinsic torque generation physics. Near the magnetic separatrix surface w N > 0.97, a peaked U jj profile develops quickly in the co-current direction, and saturates in physics simulation time less than 1 ms, long before the simulation ended. Agreement between the simulated edge U jj profile and the experimental probe data is remarkably good at 0.97 < w N < 1. Around w N ¼ 0.95-0.97, U jj value stays small and exhibits a dip. These results are qualitatively consistent with the experimental observations. 6,7 Fig. 2(b) shows the radial electric field profile, which also saturates quickly in less than 1 ms of simulation physics time. Due to the neglect of kinetic electron dynamics, E r is not solved in the scrape-off layer, but is set to zero at w N ! 1.005 (from the first grid outside of separatrix). The simulated rotation result at w N 0.99 is insensitive to the variation of E r model in the scrape-off layer.
We define the toroidal angular momentum flux density P(w) and the normalized toroidal angular momentum L u into the unit of velocity, as follows:
where h i denotes flux surface average, and the superscript "gc" represents "gyro center." If we define V(w) as the volume enclosed by the flux surface at w, then P(w)dV(w)/dw is the surface-integrated angular momentum flux. Total angular momentum flux in Eq. (1) contains not only the Reynolds stress P Reynolds ¼ hnihdU u dUÁrwi, convective flux hUihdndUÁrwi, and the triple product hdndU u dUÁrwi from the fluctuating fluid quantities that are commonly used in the analytic momentum transport theories and the delta-f turbulence simulations, but also the kinetic stress resulting from interaction of the neoclassical orbit dynamics (from Grad-B and curvature drifts) with turbulence. The convective and triple product parts are found to be negligibly small in the present electrostatic ITG turbulence, agreeing with the probe data of Refs. 6 and 7, and not discussed in this short report any further. We note here that a weak subcritical ITG turbulence exists in the steep pedestal region in this simulation by nonlocal spreading from pedestal top, despite the strong ExB shearing rate as first discussed in Ref. 23 . Negatives of P total and P Reynolds profiles (which are torques) are plotted in Fig. 3(b) . Fig. 3(a) is a copy of Fig. 4(a) from Ref. 6 , which shows the experimentally measured torque from CER and Thomson rotation measurements in the greater edge region and the probe-measured Reynolds stress near magnetic separatrix. Experimental data in Fig. 3(a) that are chosen for comparison with the present XGC1 results are the CER/Thomson-evaluated torque (green) and the probemeasured fluid torque (blue) enlarged in the insert. In order to reconcile the vanishingly small probe-measured fluid torque with the torque needed to explain the experimentally observed inward momentum transport (green), Refs. 6 and 7 defined the "experimentally inferred" torque (red) that needs to arise from an unknown physical mechanism other than the fluid stress. The probe measured fluid torque deeper inside the pedestal 0.98 < w N < 0.99, where the probe data can easily be affected by plasma arcing are unreasonably large and not used here for comparison.
The first important XGC1 observation made from Fig.  3(b) is the large difference between the total momentum flux (that includes the neoclassical orbit dynamics) and the fluid Reynolds stress (that does not) in the edge region. In comparison with Fig. 3(a) , the XGC1 momentum flux from the fluid Reynolds stress near the magnetic separatrix at w N ! 0.99 can be seen to be negligibly small, similarly to the probe-measured Reynolds stress as shown inside the box of Fig. 3(a) , blue line. As a matter of fact, the Reynolds stress from XGC1 is still negligibly small at w N > 0.94, where the nonlocal turbulence exists mostly in a subcritical form. Thus, the fluid Reynolds stress is not responsible for the strong edge rotation peak or for the transport of edge momentum toward the pedestal top w N < 0.97. However, the magnitude of the total inward momentum flux from XGC1 at w N ! 0.99 is significant $0.36 Nm, which is similar to the "inferred" torque (0.3 Nm) needed to explain the experiment (red line in the inserted box of Fig. 3(a) ). The difference between the Reynolds stress and the total momentum flux is the inclusion of the neoclassical orbital motion in the latter. This observation shows that even though the neoclassical orbital motion alone cannot do it in steady state-nor can the fluid Reynolds stress;-when combined with turbulence, it can generate an experimental level torque. These important observations will be discussed further later. Moreover, the strength of the simulated total stress at the wider edge region w N < 0.99 is also at the experimental dL / /dt level obtained from CER/Thomson measurement (green line in Fig. 3(a) ). The discrepancy between the fluid Reynolds stress torque and the total torque extends into the plasma core to about w N % 0.88 ( % 5 cm from separatrix). At w N 0.88, the total torque finally matches the fluid Reynolds stress, showing that in the core plasma, the turbulence interaction with neoclassical orbit effect is negligible and the fluid Reynolds stress becomes a good measure of the total momentum flux.
Another significant verification made from XGC1 is that the rate of increase in the volume-integrated angular momentum inside the magnetic separatrix surface equals the total inward angular momentum flux across the separatrix surface, as shown in Fig. 4 . The time-integrated values of the two quantities, after the initial transient period, agree within 3%. The increase rate of the core angular momentum at w N 0.94 is equal to the inward angular momentum flux across the magnetic separatrix after the edge flow has saturated. Since the total inward momentum flux from XGC1 including the neoclassical orbit dynamics (blue line in Fig. 3(b) ), is independent of gradient and magnitude of the flow, and is of similar magnitude even where U jj % 0, it should not be categorized as convective pinch, but should be as residual stress in agreement with the experimental conclusion in Refs. 6 and 7.
III. SIMULATION WITHOUT TURBULENCE
In order to confirm and deepen the physics understandings made from the neoclassical-turbulence simulation, we then performed a pure neoclassical simulation in XGC1 by solving only for the axisymmetric electrostatic potential using the same initial plasma condition as for the turbulenceþ neoclassical simulation. Neutral recycling coefficient is again set to unity. The resulting rotation profile is shown in Fig. 5 , together with the E r profile from the pure neoclassical solution. Difference between the pure neoclassical E r profile in Fig. 5(b) and the neoclassicalþturbulent E r profile in Fig. 1(b) is minimal. It can be noticed immediately that the edge rotation peak at 0.97 < w N < 1, as seen in Fig. 2(a) and experiment, is mostly from neoclassical physics while the development of the core rotation at w N < 0.95 is not (the peak of edge rotation with turbulence is somewhat lower than that without turbulence).
The origin of the peaked neoclassical plasma flow just inside the magnetic separatrix surface can be investigated by comparing with the analytic neoclassical equilibrium flow formula, with the understanding that the formula may not be exact in the plasma edge; Fig. 6 shows comparison of the XGC1-obtained neoclassical parallel flow profile at outboard midplane against the Pfirsch-Schl€ uter flow U jjPS obtained from the first term in Eq. (3) using the plasma profile of Fig. 1 and the E r profile of Fig. 5(b) , and the numerically obtained flux surface averaged net flow hU jj BiB/hB 2 i. It can be seen that the peaked parallel flow found in XGC1 at outboard midplane edge w N > 0.96, which agrees qualitatively with experiment, is mostly the Pfirsch-Schl€ uter equilibrium flow that does not have a net momentum on the flux surface.
As stated earlier, since the plasma flow inside the magnetic separatrix surface is mostly governed by the ion dynamics, we simplified the above simulations by setting the electron temperature T e profile to be equal to T i profile. In an attempt to examine the sensitivity of the plasma flow profile to T e , we performed one more pure neoclassical simulation by setting T e to the actual experimental profile reported in Refs. 6 and 7, as shown in Fig. 1(b) . A smooth Tanh type connection is made for the missing T e data around w N ¼ 0.97, in the small radial region between the probe data and the Thomson data. The result is compared with the electron temperature choice T e ¼ T i in Fig. 7 . As can be seen from Fig. 7 , the difference in the E r and parallel flow profiles between two choices of T e profiles is minimal: Difference in the peak rotation value is only a few percent. More details, including the T e effect on the turbulence simulation, will be presented in the future paper. For the rest of the discussions in the present paper, we go back to the T e ¼ T i case.
It is interesting to compare the numerically obtained edge flow profile against the flow obtained from a simple collisionless orbit loss argument [18] [19] [20] [21] that is based on local Maxwellian particle distribution. As can be seen from Fig. 8 , the simple collisionless orbit loss estimate with E r ¼ 0 (blue solid line) yields a similar shaped, but a noticeably lower edge U jj profile at outboard midplane than the XGC1-simulation result (black solid line). A strong non-zero E r xB rotation may even further decrease the simple orbit-loss produced U jj . [18] [19] [20] [21] The flux-surface averaged part hU jj BiB/hB 2 i using U jj from the orbit loss model is much smaller than the U jj itself and has a different radial profile from the numerical profile. Figure 9 shows the decay of the inward momentum flux (torque) across the magnetic separatrix in a pure neoclassical simulation. By 13 ms after the start of the neoclassical simulation, the torque has decayed to about 0.12 Nm, that is much smaller than $0.4 Nm obtained from the turbulenceþneoclassical simulation as shown in Figs. 3(b) and 4 . The present simulation shows that the pure neoclassical orbit loss effect may produce a significant transient torque, but not a significant steady state torque under the self-consistent E r profile unless driven continuously by other mechanisms (turbulence in the present study). Some further discussion on the orbit loss physics appears in Sec. IV. We note here that the present estimate of the maximal plasma rotation from the collisionless orbit loss hole is using the Maxwellian ion assumption. If there are fast tail ions, the orbit loss torque could get enhanced. 
IV. PHYSICS OF INTRINSIC MOMENTUM GENERATION AND TRANSPORT IN THE PLASMA EDGE
From these observation with and without turbulence, we can obtain an important insight into the intrinsic momentum generation and transport physics in the plasma edge. Going back to Fig. 3(b) , the difference between the enhanced total inward momentum flux and the negligible fluid Reynolds stress in the edge region is the inclusion of rB and curvature drift motions, i.e., the neoclassical orbit loss physics in the former. Inclusion of the simple orbit-excursion dynamics alone in the core plasma did not make difference between the total torque and the fluid Reynolds stress. It will be explained below what XGC1 shows about the momentum flux generation when the neoclassical edge orbit loss dynamics is combined with turbulence.
As can be easily understood, ions executing neoclassical radial orbit excursions carry the parallel momentum excursions with them. When averaged over the flux surface, the symmetry in the ideally confined radial neoclassical orbits reduces the net radial momentum flux to a negligible "neoclassical" level. However, when the symmetry in the orbital momentum excursions is broken, the flux surface averaged momentum flux can be raised above the ideal "neoclassical" level. In the edge region near separatrix, the orbit loss mechanism under turbulence is the symmetry breaker through the orbit distortion by fluctuation in the parallel velocity. Figure 10 shows comparison of v ? f(v jj , v ? ) between (a) with the ITG turbulence and (b) without. The maximum value is 24.2. It can be seen that when the turbulence is turned on, the contour value 8 (light green) is touching the collisionless orbit-loss boundary at negative v jj evaluated using E r profile of Fig. 2(a) , while a lower contour value 6 (light blue) is touching the loss boundary in the neoclassical only case. In other words, turbulence spreads the particle distribution function toward the negative v jj loss cone through interaction with orbital dynamics. It may yield a smaller enhancement in the orbit-loss particle flux: However, it yields enough increase in the torque to yield the result shown in Fig. 3 . It has already been demonstrated in an earlier XGC study 26 that the neoclassically confined ion orbits near the loss cone can be lost by interaction with even a single mode oscillation. In the core region, on the other hand, the symmetry breaker is the conventional fluid Reynolds stress (w N 0.88 in the present plasma). In the region between them, the symmetry breaker is the combination of the Reynolds stress and the ion orbits that "feel" the velocity space holes left by the orbit loss. We note here that the combined momentum flux from neoclassical and turbulence mechanisms is not a linear addition of momentum fluxes from each. XGC1 finds that the individual effect is much smaller if considered separately. We call this new combined mechanism the "turbulent neoclassical" mechanism. In the related subject, Refs. 27 and 28 considered analytic modeling of intrinsic rotation that involves the interaction of passing ion neoclassical orbit shifts with a non-uniform turbulence intensity profile.
V. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
The main findings from the present study can be summarized as follows: The strong experimental edge rotation source profile observed at the outboard midplane of an H-mode plasma in Refs. 6 and 7 corresponds mostly to the neoclassical Pfirsh-Schluter flow which has a net zero momentum. The inward residual momentum transport in the edge plasma, as inferred from experimental rotation measurement, is identified to be from the "turbulent neoclassical" phenomenon generated by the interaction of the neoclassical ion orbits with the turbulence field. XGC1 verifies that the increase rate of the volume-integrated core momentum is equal to the momentum in-flux rate across the separatrix. The present study shows that the physics of the rotation source and the momentum transport in the edge region must be studied including the turbulence and the kinetic neoclassical physics together. In the core region, on the other hand, the fluid Reynolds stress is found to dominate the momentum transport, agreeing with the conventional momentum transport theories. Even though a DIII-D plasma has been chosen as an example, the physics found here should be general. More details of the analysis will be reported in Part II of this report.
The present study focusses on the interaction of kinetic neoclassical physics with ITG turbulence. Effect of other turbulence modes may need to be examined for a more accurate understanding and predictability of the edge momentum transport. For an investigation of the relation between plasma flow in the scrape-off layer and the core region, the kinetic electron physics needs to be turned on in XGC1, including the blobby turbulence. This study is presently on-going and to be reported in the future.
